EHTELconnect
Study Visits

•D
 o you want a more detailed
understanding of a particular area
of digital healthcare?
•W
 ould you like to engage with leading
experts in their working environments?
•W
 ould you benefit from seeing real
digital innovations operating in the field?
• Would

you appreciate the opportunity
to discuss issues, opportunities and
challenges with real doers?

If so, you should consider commissioning an EHTELconnect Study Visit. With its multi-stakeholder membership and
extensive range of international contacts, EHTEL is uniquely placed to design a tailor-made study visit for you and
your organisation. Our operational team has many years experience of innovative solutions in digital healthcare and
our membership contains internationally recognised leaders across Europe.

By commissioning a Study Visit, you can benefit from:
• First-hand experience of leading implementations and deployments of digital healthcare
in Europe.
• Introductions to recognised experts and leaders in the field.
• Opportunities to develop meaningful and lasting contacts to support future
developments.

For more information about EHTELconnect Study Visits scan here

“In hosting a spring 2014 EHTEL study visit, e-Tervis Estonia provided visitors with a fascinating insight into
eHealth in an advanced Baltic country. Massive digital innovations are taking place in the country, especially in
terms of patient identity, electronic health records and ePrescribing.
The study visit covered a visit to both the front- and back-offices of the eHealth foundation, a local Tallinn hospital, and the Estonian parliament. The hospital visit opened our eyes to how large hospitals handle patients’ electronic health records, and – on the human side – two touching visits that involved completely different aspects of
human life: ICT support in a premature births ward as well as in a care ward for frail elderly persons. The parliamentary tour provided a fantastic opportunity to hear via video from the country’s president, Toomas H. Ilves,
about Estonia’s achievements and ongoing ambitions in the eHealth field.
As an EHTEL member, these study visits are a great benefit of association membership. They provide real,
concrete insights into work done on the ground by telehealth and telemedicine doers, as well as by great leaders!”

Diane Whitehouse,
The Castlegate Consultancy

What is EHTELconnect ?
A Study Visit is one of a series of services offered under the EHTELconnect banner.
EHTELconnect is a service that draws on the expertise of EHTEL’s multi-stakeholder membership.
It supports organisations that have a variety of needs.
You and your organisation:
• may be exploring options for eHealth planning or deployment,
• reviewing your existing activities or
• seeking to benchmark your strategies and plans alongside those of other European agencies and want to know
more!

EHTELconnect offers a range of benefits. It:
• optimises your access to the experience of recognised experts and doers in the field,
• uses EHTEL’s proven facilitation skills to offer you great services,
• makes more than 15 years of specialist experience in the field of healthcare innovation available to you.

For further information about EHTELconnect Study Visits,
please contact:
EHTEL, 49/51, rue de Trèves, B-1040 Brussels, Belgium
Tel: +32 2 230 1534
Fax: +32 2 230 8440
eMail: info@ehtelconnect.eu

